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Abstract
This thesis focuses on one of the most important aspect of statistics - variable selection.
The role of variable selection cannot be over emphasized with increasing number of pre-
dictor variables being collected and analyzed. Parsimonious model is much sought after
and numerous variable selection procedures have been developed to achieve this. The
penalized regression is one such procedure and is made popular with the wide spectrum
of penalty functions to meet different data structures and the availability of efficient
computational algorithms.
In this thesis, we provide a penalty function called the Minimax Concave Bridge
Penalty (MCBP) for the implementation of penalized regression that will produce vari-
able selection with desired properties and addresses the issue of separation in logistic
regression problems - when one or more of the covariates perfectly predict the response.
It is known that separation of data often occurs in small data sets with multinomial
dependent response and leads to infinite parameter estimates which are of little use in
model building. In fact, the chance of separation increases with increasing number of
covariates and thus is an issue of concern in this modern era of high dimensional data.
Our penalty function addresses this issue.
v
vi
The MCBP function that we developed is a product that draws strengths from ex-
isting penalty functions and is flexibly adapted to achieve the characteristics required
of penalty function to possess the different desired properties of variable selection. It
rides on the merits of the Minimax Concave Penalty (MCP) as well as Smoothly Clipped
Absolute Deviation (SCAD) functions in terms of its oracle property and the Bridge
penalty function, Lq; q < 1, in terms of its ability to estimate non-zero parameters with-
out asymptotic bias while shrinking the estimates of zero regression parameters to 0 with
positive probability.
The MCBP function is inevitably nonconvex and this translates to a nonconvex ob-
jective function in penalized regression with MCBP function. Nonconvex optimization
is numerically challenging and often leads to unstable solutions. In this thesis, we also
provide a matching computation algorithm that befits the theoretical attractiveness of
the MCBP function and one which will facilitate the fitting of MCBP models. The com-
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The advancement in technology and quantum leap in information management have led
to the ubiquity of high dimensional data. A natural approach to the study of high di-
mensional data is dimension reduction and the penalized approach has been proven to be
a viable way. Separately, logistic regression is widely seen in statistics given the frequent
encounter of binary or categorical responses. In fact, on many occasions, continuous
responses are dichotomized and analyzed via logistic regression. Inherent in logistic re-
gression, however, is the problem of separation which will result in indefinite parameter
estimate. In the following, we give a brief introduction to the motivation behind our
work and a sketch of our proposed method and the layout of the thesis.
1.1 High dimensional data
Prevalence of high dimensional data
Technological innovations and the development of biotechnology coupled with creative
management of information have allowed massive complex data to be collected easily and
1
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cheaply. This has given rise to an explosive growth of high dimensional data - where the
dimension, the number of covariates, p, is huge and is considerably larger than the num-
ber of observations, n. Such data is also typically classified with the tag of small n large p.
High dimensional data is in abundance today. It can be found frequently in genomics
such as gene expression and proteomics studies, biomedical imaging, signal processing,
image analysis and finance, where the number of variables or parameters p can be much
larger than sample size n [18]. For example, in genome-wide association study (GWAS)
between phenotype such as body mass index and genotypes, a relatively small sample
size is considered but hundreds of thousands of Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNPs)
are typically investigated. Also, in disease classification using microarray gene expres-
sion data, a small number of microarray chips each containing expression levels of tens
of thousands of genes are usually involved [47] [21].
High dimensional data is also frequently encountered in health studies. For example,
in a smoking cessation study, each of a few hundred participants is provided a hand-held
computer, which is designed to randomly prompt the participants five to eight times per
day over a period of about 50 days to provide 50 questions at each prompt to collect
momentary assessment data. As such, the data consist of a few hundred of subjects
and each of them may have more than ten thousand observed values [37]. Financial
engineering and risk management data is likely small n large p. For example, the price
of a stock depends not only on its past values, but also its bond and derivative prices.
In addition, it depends on the prices of related companies and their derivatives, and on
overall market conditions. Thus, the number of dimensions involved is huge.
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Challenges of small n large p
The characteristics of small n large p problem goes beyond the obvious - small sample
size, n, and huge number of features, p. The dimensionality grows rapidly when in-
teractions, which are necessary for many scientific endeavours, are considered. In high
dimensional data, it is often believed that only a small fraction of the data is informative,
which means that the number of causal or relevant features is only a few - sparsity. This
is seen in genetic epidemiology study where the number of genes exhibiting a detectable
association with a trait is extremely small. Indeed, for type I diabetes, only ten genes
have exhibited a reproducible signal as illustrated by Wellcome Trust [50]. As such, stud-
ies on high dimensional data are like searching for a few needles hidden in a haystack -
extracting a sparse number of features from the huge number of available features.
There are challenges of high dimensionality in feature selection. Firstly, the spurious
correlation between a covariate and the response can be large because of the dimensional-
ity even if all the features are stochastically independent. Secondly, in high dimensional
feature space, important predictors can be highly correlated with some unimportant ones
and this usually increases with dimensionality. This makes the partitioning of the impor-
tant and the unimportant predictors more difficult. Thirdly, the computation amount
is prohibitive. The design matrix, X is rectangular with more columns than rows and
the matrix XTX is huge and is singular. Fan and Lv provided comprehensive insights
into the challenges of high dimensionality [19]. In addition, because p is larger than n,
many off-shelf statistical methods are either inapplicable or inefficient. There is a need
to overcome this curse of dimensionality as coined by Bellman [7].
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1.2 Model selection
Goals of model selection
In general, there are two goals to model selection. They are
G1 To construct a good predictor. In this case, the interest is centered in the expected
loss and the value of the coefficients is secondary.
G2 To give causal interpretations of the covariates on the response and to determine
the relative importance of the covariates.
The former is the concept of persistency which was introduced by Greenshtein and
Ritov [26] and the latter is the concept of consistency. G1 is generally the focus of machine
learning problems such as tumor classifications based on microarray or asset allocations
in finance, where the interests often center on the classification errors, or returns and
risks of selected portfolios rather than the accuracy of estimated parameters. In studies
when concise relationship among response and independent variables are required, G2
is the focus. Studies with such statistical endeavour generally involve health studies
where one not only needs to identify risk factors but also to accurately assess their risk
contributions. These are needed for prognosis and understanding the relative importance
of risk factors. Approaches to model selection are dependent on the goal of the study.
Model Selection Approaches
Traditional model selection method such as stepwise procedure or best subset procedure
is greedy and intensive in computation. They involve a combinatoric number of cases
and is NP-hard. Though the criterion that is used in the selection of model with this
method had been enhanced from AIC, BIC, Cp to EBIC which takes into consideration
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high dimensionality, these methods remain infeasible for high dimensional data study.
Furthermore, stepwise procedure does not guarantee that the exact model is among the
model assessed. Such methods are more plausible for low dimensional data.
A model selection approach that has gained popularity and is viable for both low
and high dimensional data is the penalized likelihood approach, or more generally, the
penalized model selection. In such an approach, a penalty function with a tuning pa-
rameter is added to the likelihood function to form the penalized likelihood. The tuning
parameter, as the name suggests, is allowed to gradually decrease from a large value to
a small value and this generates a sequence of nested models. With suitable penalty
function, depending on data structure, the exact model is among the sequence of models
and can be identified.
Penalty functions and computation
Different penalty functions were introduced to meet specific needs and challenges in
penalized model selection. Briefly, the characteristics of the function will determine its
performance in eliciting the model and its estimates as well as its ease of implementation.
In the following, we will provide some common penalty functions and their properties.
Hoerl and Kennard [29], knowing that the best subset approach lacks stability [11],
proposed the ridge regression (L2) to stabilize the estimates. Though computationally
friendly given its convexity, the ridge regression suffers from drawbacks of biasedness
and does not have the function of variable selection. Frank and Friedman [24] intro-
duced the bridge regression (Lq, 0 < q < 2) as a generalization of the ridge regression.
Although bridge regression is intermediating between best subset (q = 0) and ridge re-
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gression (q = 2), the transition point at q = 1 where the penalty function changes from
non-convex (q < 1) to convex (q ≥ 1) yields strikingly different competencies. Similar
to ridge regression, bridge regression with q > 1 does not shrink coefficients to zero and
is not able to perform variable selection. For bridge regression with q < 1, the bridge
estimator is able to distinguish between covariates whose coefficients are zeros and covari-
ates whose coefficients are non-zero in situation when the number of covariates is finite
[34] as well as when the number of covariates increases to infinite with increasing sample
size [30]. However, bridge regression remains unstable for q < 1 and is biased when q ≥ 1.
Tibshirani [48] introduced the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator,
Lasso (L1) or equivalently Basis Pursuit [14] which does continuous shrinkage and au-
tomatic variable selection simultaneously. Lasso’s ability to shrink coefficient to zero is
much welcomed in studies involving high dimension. As with most statistical methodolo-
gies, a readily available efficient package is usually a catalyst to popular usage. Lasso is
no otherwise. One of the main reason for Lasso’s popularity is the availability of efficient
algorithms that traces its entire regularization path. Efron et. al. [16] and Osborne et.
al. [42] showed that the solution path in the parameter space is piecewise linear. Efron et
al. went further and used the idea of equiangular vector to develop the LARS algorithm
to trace the entire path efficiently. Separately, Park and Hastie [43] use the predictor
and corrector approach of convex optimization and intuitive choices of step length to
generate the entire path with a much reduced number of iterations.
As mentioned earlier, Lasso’s ability to handle small n large p study and produce
sparse models for easy interpretation are the main reasons for its continuous presence in
statistical analysis especially in exploratory studies involving large number of covariates.
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So important is Lasso that many studies were devoted to uncover the behaviour of Lasso
estimate as the number of covariates grows. Zhao and Yu [57] as well as Zou [59] found
that the sparsity pattern of the Lasso estimator can only be asymptotically identical
to the true sparsity pattern if the design matrix satisfies the so called irrepresentable
condition, a condition which can be easily violated in the presence of highly correlated
variables. Meinshausen and Yu [39] further relaxed the irrepresentable condition and con-
cluded that Lasso will select all important variables with high probability. Separately,
Zou [59] and Wang et. al. [52] noted that if an adaptive amount of shrinkage is allowed
for each regression coefficient according to its estimated relative importance, that is, not
subjecting the same amount of shrinkage to each coefficient, then the resulting estimator
can be as efficient as the oracle. All these findings endorse Lasso’s rigour in producing
consistent selection and deeply entrenched its popularity with statisticians. Despite its
popularity, Lasso’s inability to stay unbiased for large coefficient due to excessive penalty
for large values of the coefficient remains a concern.
Fan and Li [17] proposed a unified approach via nonconcave penalized likelihood to
simultaneously select and estimate the coefficients without the inherent shortcoming of
bias in Lasso while still retaining the good features of the best subset selection and
the ridge regression. They advocated that the penalized likelihood should also produce
sparse solutions, ensure continuity of the selected models and have unbiased estimates
for large coefficients - properties that have become synonymous with a good penalized
variable selection procedure. Fan and Li further derived the conditions for such a penalty
function to possess these properties and developed the Smoothly Clipped Absolute De-
viation (SCAD) penalty function. For SCAD, it had been shown that its estimates have
an oracle property in terms of selecting the correct subset model and estimating the true
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nonzero coefficients in both cases of finite and divergent number of parameters [17] [20].
The nonconcave penalty functions that satisfy the conditions spelt out by Fan and
Li will necessarily have to be singular and nonconvex. This implies that conventional
convex optimization algorithms are not applicable. Fan and Li suggested using the lo-
cal quadratic approximation (LQA) to locally approximate the penalty function by a
quadratic function iteratively. With the aid of the LQA, the optimization of penalized
likelihood function can be carried out using a modified Newton Raphson algorithm. How-
ever, as pointed out by Fan and Li, the LQA algorithm shares a drawback of backward
stepwise variable selection, that is, a covariate that is being removed in any step in the
LQA algorithm will not be included in the final selected model. Though Hunter and Li
[31] attempted to address this issue by optimizing a slightly perturbed version of LQA,
the choice of the size of pertubation remains unanswered. Subsequently, Zou and Li
[61] proposed a unified algorithm to solve nonconcave penalized likelihood based on Lo-
cal Linear Approximation (LLA). Similar to the LQA algorithm, the maximization of
the penalized likelihood can be solved iteratively till it converges using the unpenalized
maximum likelihood estimate as the initial value. The LLA algorithm inherits the good
features of Lasso in terms of computational efficiency and therefore efficient algorithm
such as LARS can be used. With computational algorithms developed for its use, SCAD,
with its impeccable statistical properties also enjoy wide popularity especially in situa-
tion where more refined selection is required.
Zhang [55] developed the MC+ method which shed deep and new insights into non-
concave penalized models. The penalty function in Zhang’s method is known as the
minimax concave penalty (MCP) function which mirrors the properties of the SCAD
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penalty. MCP provides sparse convexity to the broadest extent by minimizing the max-
imum concavity. It has a single knot compared to the double knot in SCAD and this
gives it the versatility and simplicity over SCAD. In addition, Zhang proposes the pe-
nalized linear unbiased selection (PLUS) algorithm to efficiently compute the estimate
of the coefficients. The PLUS algorithm differs from most existing nonconvex optimiza-
tion algorithms in its approach, computing exact local optimizers instead of iteratively
approximating them. It has been shown that PLUS has the same efficiency as LARS.
Many penalty functions were developed using a combination of basic penalty functions
such as those listed above. Such penalty functions make good use of the characteristics of
each of the basic penalty function to achieve specific purposes. For example, the Elastic
Net [60], which is a combination of Lasso and Ridge penalty, can be perceived as a two
stage procedure which facilitates the selection of highly correlated predictors as a group -
either all in together or all out together. Similarly, the two stage procedure proposed by
Zhao and Chen [56] make use of Lasso’s efficiency in achieving sparsity to perform initial
screening and utilizes SCAD to perform finer selection. Other penalty functions are a
convolution of others. Particularly, SCAD has a Lasso for small parameter to achieve
sparsity and a constant penalty for large parameter to achieve unbiasedness.
1.3 Logistic Model and Separation
Logistic regression is probably the most common statistical analysis after linear regres-
sion. Its widespread use can be attributed to the high occurrences of binary or categorical
responses. Common examples that require the use of logistic regression include the anal-
ysis of the presence of disease (binary) in biomedical research as well as the analysis
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of students’ grades (multinomial) in educational research. In fact, on many occasions,
continuous responses are dichotomized and analyzed via logistic regression.
With its prevalent use, it is important for one to be aware of the common pitfalls
in logistic regression analysis. One of the potential problems when running a logistic
regression is separation. It is an issue that commonly occurs in small or sparse datasets
with highly predictive covariates as well as in data which possesses ceiling or floor ef-
fect. Separation, using traditional likelihood approach, results in indefinite parameter
estimate and is a challenge to many researchers. In some cases, researchers are forced to
choose between omitting clearly important covariates and undertaking posthoc data or
estimation corrections leading to non-optimal analysis. In extreme scenarios, separation
may lead to the discontinuation of a study.
In terms of penalized model selection that addresses separation, the most popular
one is Firth’s [22] penalized maximum likelihood estimator which reduces the bias of
maximum likelihood estimates and ensures the existence of estimates by removing the
first-order bias at each iteration step. Firth’s approach, in exponential families with
canonical parameterization, is equivalent to penalizing the likelihood with the Jeffreys
invariant prior, 1
2
log |I(θ)|, where θ is the parameter vector and I(θ) is the Fisher in-
formation matrix [33]. Although Firth’s approach has been shown empirically, by Bull
et. al. [12] and Heinze and Schemper [27], to be superior to other methods which over-
come separation in small samples and Firth’s estimator was equivalent to the maximum
likelihood estimator as sample size increases, the asymptotic properties of its penalized
likelihood estimator have not been examined. Riding on Firth’s approach, Gao and Shen
[25] propose a double penalty by introducing a second penalty term to Firth’s penalty.
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They added a ridge penalty which forces the parameters to spherical restriction and
thereby achieving asymptotic consistency under mild regularity conditions.
1.4 New Penalty Function
We develop a penalty function that possesses desired properties in variable selection such
as sparsity, continuity and unbiasedness; able to automatically select and estimate coef-
ficients and is capable of handling separation in data. A synthesis of the characteristic
of each of the different penalty functions and an in-depth understanding of the issue of
separation in data provided us with the fundamentals to construct our penalty function.
The basic idea requires covariates that lead to separation to be sufficiently penalized and
yet not too much to maintain unbiasedness. The ability of bridge regression (q < 1) to
estimate non-zero regression parameters at the usual rate without asymptotic bias while
shrinking the estimates of zero regression parameters to 0 with positive probability [34]
[30] provided us with a viable way to achieve the balance we are seeking.
Briefly, our proposed penalty function - Minimax Concave Bridge Penalty (MCBP)
function, has a Lq, q < 1 penalty instead of a constant penalty function in MCP for large
parameter. It is envisaged that MCBP function will yield estimators that have the oracle
property and is able to address the issue of data with separation at the same time. MCBP
function will necessarily need to be non-convex. Non-convex optimization has always been
a challenge and this practical issue has, at times, lead to a compromise in the pursuit of
sound rigorous statistical methodologies. In this thesis, we also propose an algorithm to
overcome this computational challenge via the ideas of predictor and corrector approach
[43] and the concave and convex procedure [54]. Last but not least, as a by-product,
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MCBP function takes into account the stochastic errors inherited in the stages of variable
selection and this facilitates understanding of their theoretical properties and increases
confidence of its usage. The simultaneous selection and estimation of the coefficients
allows the distribution of the estimates to be determined and this enables the asymptotic
behaviour of the estimates to be established.
1.5 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2, we provide an overview of the evolution of the penalized selection proce-
dure. We see how penalty function is applied in least square selection procedure followed
by its natural extension to the penalized likelihood selection procedure. We will also
deliberate on the desired properties of penalty functions and how some of the common
penalty functions - both convex and non-convex measure up in these desired properties.
In Chapter 3, we discuss separation in data. Particularly, we share how separation arises
and the consequences of it. We will share some existing methods of handling separation
in data and highlight the importance of resolving it.
In Chapter 4, we propose our penalty function. We will provide insights into the
development of the proposed penalty function and justify its strengths and properties.
In Chapter 5, we lay down the details of the algorithm for the computation. We perceive
the non-convex penalized likelihood as a sum of concave and convex functions and apply
the Concave and Convex Procedure with suitable transformations to transform it into an
adaptive Lasso and use the predictor and corrector approach to facilitate the optimiza-
tion of our penalized likelihood.
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In Chapter 6, we subject our penalty function to test with both simulated and real
data. We make comparison of the performance of our proposed penalty function with
other penalty functions in terms of selection consistency. Finally, summary of the main
points of the thesis and future directions are shared in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Penalty Functions
Parsimonious models are desirable [49] [8]. They are simpler and easier to interpret. The
availability of massive data has heightened interest in the development of methodologies
in dimension reduction. Penalized model selection, a viable approach to handling large
number of covariates, also grow in tandem and different penalty functions have been
introduced to elicit the true model for different constructs of data sets.
In this chapter, we will provide an overview of the evolution of the penalized model
selection. We will see how the penalty function is applied in least square selection pro-
cedure followed by its natural extension to the penalized likelihood selection procedure.
We will also deliberate on the desired properties of penalty functions and how some of
the common penalty functions, both convex and non-convex, measure up in these desired
properties.
14
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2.1 Penalized Least Square
The Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression is unequivocally the first introduction to
statistical modelling for most people. Consider the linear regression model
yi = x
T
i β + i, i = 1, 2, . . . , n
where yi is the response variable, xi is a d-dimensional vector of fixed independent vari-
ables, β = (β1, . . . , βd)
T is an unknown d-dimensional vector of regression coefficients
and i’s are i.i.d random noises with mean zero and variance σ
2. The OLS estimate is





(yi − xTi β)2
Despite its shortcomings in prediction accuracy and parsimony [48], OLS is still much
alive for its simplicity and easiness in comprehension. However, the ubiquity of high di-
mensional data with small n large p limited the application of OLS for the obvious reason
of having too many parameters to estimate with few observations. Furthermore, multi-
collinearity, a frequently occurring phenomena especially in high dimensional data will
render the matrix XTX to be singular which in turn makes the inverting of the matrix
impossible. A possible remedy to this is to use ridge regression [29] where a constant λ is
added to the diagonal elements of XTX to make the matrix non-singular. This is equiv-
alent to adding a penalty to the model. Hence, taking a leaf from optimization problem
with constraints, a penalized least square regression - an OLS with additional constraints
can be a viable approach to restrict parameter estimates and achieve model selection.
Thus, a penalized least square estimate is the solution to the following optimization
problem:





(yi − xTi β)2 subject to
d∑
j=1
pλj (|βj |) ≤ t
where pλj(.) is a penalty function.







(yi − xTi β)2 +
d∑
j=1
pλj (|βj |) (2.1)
The introduction of the additional constraint, called the penalty function, inevitably
restrict the possibilities of the estimate. The dependency of the penalty function on j
allows for the manipulation of model complexity. In particular, with careful selection of
penalty function, the penalized least square regression is able to shrink coefficient to zero
value and thus achieving model selection.
2.2 Penalized Likelihood
For generalized linear models, statistical inferences are based on underlying likelihood
functions. Suppose that the data (xi, Yi) are collected independently. Conditioning on
xi, Yi has a density fi(g(x
Tβ), yi), where g is a known link function. The maximum










Thus, similar to penalized least square, a natural extension into likelihood-based
generalized linear model produces the penalized (maximum) likelihood estimate which is
the solution to







































With suitable penalty function, the penalized likelihood can be used to perform model
selection. It can simultaneously perfom variable selection and parameter estimation and
these facilitate the establishment of the distribution of the resulting estimators and the
study of their asymptotic properties.
2.3 Desired Properties of Penalty Function
Penalized model selection is indeed an extension of OLS and maximum likelihood. It has
an additional constraint, a penalty function, to adhere to. What characteristics should
penalty functions possess to enable them to perform selection and estimation - a highly
valued competency in model selection? In the following, we list a few logical and desired
outcomes in model selection as well as the conditions that penalty functions need to have
to achieve these desired outcomes in model selection.
2.3.1 Sparsity, Continuity and Unbiasedness
Fan and Li [17], in their introduction of the SCAD penalty function to overcome draw-
backs of existing penalty functions, listed three main properties that estimators from a
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good model selection procedure should possess. They are
(P1) Sparsity: The resulting estimator should automatically set small estimated coeffi-
cients to zero to achieve model selection.
(P2) Continuity: The resulting model should be continuous from model to model to
reduce instability in model prediction.
(P3) Unbiasedness: The resulting estimator is asymptotically unbiased.
Such properties will enable the attainment of the desired outcomes of model selec-
tion. In sparsity, one is able to shrink coefficients to zero and achieve parsimony and
this facilitates knowledge discovery from massive data. The unbiasedness property will
improve accuracy and the continuity will ensure stability, providing continuous solution
and avoid discrete jump that will lead to model variation.
The conditions for a penalty function to produce penalized estimator that have the
properties of sparsity, continuity and unbiasedness are derived by Antoniadis [6] and Fan
and Li [17]. The conditions involve the derivative of pλ(.) and are namely
(C1) Sparsity: if minβ [|β|+ p′λ(|β|)] > 0.
(C2) Continuity: iff arg minβ [|β|+ p′λ(|β|)] = 0.
(C3) Unbiasedness: if p′λ(|β|)→ 0 as |β| → ∞ .
Oracle Property
Apart from the sparsity, continuity and unbiased properties, Fan and Li also introduced
the concept of oracle property in variable selection. It is observed that under certain
regularity conditions, the rate of convergence for the penalized likelihood estimator is
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dependent on the tuning parameter (λ) and with proper choice of the tuning parameter,
the penalized likelihood estimator can be made to possess the oracle property - a desired
property that implies that it will
(O1) estimate true parameters with zero value as zero with probability tending to 1 as
n→∞ (Sparsity );
(O2) estimate true parameters that are non-zero as well as when the correct submodel
is known (Asymptotic normality ).
Formally, Fan and Li [18] expressed the oracle property in the following manner:
Denote β0 to be the true value of β. Without loss of generality, assume that the first
s components of β0, denoted by β01, are non-zero and do not vanish and the remaining
d− s coefficients, denoted by β02, are 0. Denote by
Σ = diag {p′′λ1(|β01|), . . . , p′′λs(|β0s|)}
and
b = (p′λ1(|β01|)sgn(β01), . . . , p′λs(|β0s|)sgn(β0s))T
Theorem 1







If λj → 0,
√
n/dλj → ∞ and d5/n → 0 as n → ∞, then with probability tending to 1,






(i) Sparsity : βˆ2 = 0;
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(ii) Asymptotic normality : for any q × s matrix A such that AAT → G, a q × q




1 {I1 + Σ}{βˆ1 − β01 + (I1 + Σ)−1b} D→ N(0,G)
where I1 = I1(β01,0), the Fisher information knowing β02 = 0
That is, a penalized likelihood estimator with oracle property will perform as well as
the maximum likelihood estimates for estimating β1 knowing β2 = 0. It asymptotically
correctly identifies the non-zero parameter and points to the true underlying model as
well as attains an information bound mimicking that of an oracle estimator.
2.4 Some Penalty Functions
As the form of the penalty function determines the behaviour of the estimator, different
penalty functions, each with its own characteristics, are introduced to meet different
purposes and situations. Some penalty functions are a convolution of other penalty
functions or a combination of a sequence of one penalty function followed by another.
Such penalty functions exploit the characteristics of the basis penalty functions with the
aim to achieve specific outcomes or to overcome unique underlying data structure. In the
following, we list some penalty functions that usually form the basis for other penalty
functions. We will only highlight the characteristics of each of the penalty functions and
leave the discussion of the computation issue to Chapter 5.
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2.4.1 L0 and Hard Thresholding




where I is the indicator function, makes the penalized least square (2.1) dependent on
the size of the candidate model, m =
∑d
j=1 I{|βj| 6= 0}. For each m, the selected model
is the one with the minimum residual sum of squares. The selection of which m is then
done through some criteria such as adjusted R2 or generalized cross-validation (GCV).
It has been shown that many of the popular variable selection criteria such as adjusted
R2, GCV, RIC are asymptotically equivalent to (2.1) with the entropy penalty function
and with different λ [18] [23] [40]. Thus, the selection of variables via best subset can be
done through the entropy or L0 penalty.
The hard thresholding penalty [5],
pλ(|β|) = λ2 − (|β| − λ)2I{|β| < λ},
is smoother than the L0 penalty and will yield the same hard thresholding rule as the L0
penalty in (2.1) (See Figure 2.1).
These penalty functions, besides not being computationally tractable when the num-
ber of covariates is large, will also not produce models that are continuous, leading to
instability in model.
2.4.2 Ridge and Bridge
Ridge penalty was introduced by Hoerl and Kennard [29] to overcome the instability of
estimates from best subset approach. Its penalty function is as follows:
pλ(|β|) = λ|β|2


























Penalised least square estimators
Figure 2.1: L0 and Hard, λ = 2 penalty functions (left panel) and PLS estimators (right
panel)
and is a special case of the more generic Bridge penalty function
pλ(|β|) = λ|β|q, q > 0
introduced by Frank and Friedman [24] (See Figure 2.2).
The ridge penalty, though computationally friendly, suffers from drawbacks of being
biased and does not perform model selection as it does not shrink coefficients to zero
- an indispensable capability in dealing with high dimensional data. Similar to ridge
regression, bridge regression with q > 1 does not perform variable selection. For bridge
regression with q < 1, the bridge estimator is able to distinguish between covariates whose
coefficients are zeros and covariates whose coefficients are non-zero in situation when the
number of covariates is finite [34] as well as when the number of covariates increases to
infinite with increasing sample size [30]. In addition, Bridge regression remains not stable
for q < 1 and is biased when q ≥ 1.
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Penalised least square estimators
Bridge
Ridge
Figure 2.2: Bridge, q = 0.5 and Ridge penalty functions (left panel) and PLS estimators
(right panel)
2.4.3 Lasso
Lasso (Least Absolute Shrinkage Selection Operator), a special case of bridge penalty,





The resulting estimator from the Lasso penalty has both the sparsity and continuity
properties but not the unbiasedness property. It is worth pointing out that Lasso could
also be limited in the following situations as pointed out by Zou and Hastie [60]:
(a) In situations where d > n, Lasso selects at most n variables given the nature of
the convex optimization problem and this is a limiting feature for variable selection
procedure.
(b) When a group of variables are highly pairwise correlated, Lasso select only one
variable from the group.





















Penalised least square estimators
Figure 2.3: Lasso penalty functions (left panel) and PLS estimators (right panel)
(c) The prediction prowess of Lasso is overshadowed by ridge regression in situations
where n > d.
Despite this, Lasso enjoys wide popularity because of its ability to select variables
and its ease in implementation given its convexity. Lasso’s prevalence leads to many
studies to uncover the behaviour of its estimates as the number of covariates grow. Zhao
and Yu [57] and Zou [59] found that the sparsity pattern of the Lasso estimator can
only be asymptotically identical to the true sparsity pattern if the design matrix satisfies
the so called irrepresentable condition1, a condition which can easily be violated in the
presence of highly correlated variables. Meinshausen and Yu [39] further relaxed the
irrepresentable condition and concluded that Lasso will select all important variables
with high probability. Separately, Zou [59] and Wang et al. [52] noted that if an adaptive
amount of shrinkage is allowed for each regression coefficient according to its estimated
1The irrepresentable condition is dependent on the covariance of the predictor variables and the
condition will hold if the total amount of an irrelevant covariate represented by the covariates in the
true model did not reach 1. See [57] for formal representation of the irrepresentable condition.
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relative importance, the resulting estimator can be as efficient as the oracle. All these
findings endorse Lasso’s rigour to produce consistent selection secured its position as one
of the most commonly used penalty function. However, Lasso’s inability to have unbiased
estimators remains a concern.
2.4.4 SCAD and MCP
Fan and Li [17] proposed a unified approach via nonconcave penalized likelihood to
simultaneously select and estimate the coefficients without the inherent shortcoming of
biasedness in Lasso while still retaining the good features in Lasso. They introduced the
Smoothly Clipped Absolute Deviation (SCAD) penalty function.
pλ(|β|) =

λ|β|, if 0 ≤ |β| < λ
− |β|2−2aλ|β|+λ2
2(a−1) , if λ ≤ |β| < aλ
(a+1)λ2
2
, if |β| ≥ aλ
This penalty function is constructed in such a way that it retains the good property
of Lasso in sparsity with a L1 penalty for small parameter, a constant penalty for large
parameter to overcome the issue of bias and uses a quadratic spline at two knots λ and
aλ, where a > 2, to generate a continuous differentiable penalty function.
Although SCAD penalty function produces estimator that has all 3 properties, it is
nonconvex. It is therefore more difficult than Lasso in terms of computation. Nonethe-
less, the good statistical properties of SCAD motivated many algorithms to be developed
and thus SCAD is also commonly used in model selection.
The MCP by Zhang [55], similar to SCAD, aims to achieve both sparsity and unbi-
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Penalised least square estimators
SCAD
MCP
Figure 2.4: SCAD, a = 3.7 and MCP, γ = 3.7 penalty functions (left panel) and PLS
estimators (right panel)
asedness. It provides sparse convexity to the broadest extent by minimizing the maximum
concavity. Following the conditions it needs to possess such properties, its penalty func-










), |β| < λγ
λ2γ
2
, |β| ≥ λγ
Visually, MCP is a refinement of SCAD where it uses a single knot rather than two
to achieve the desired properties. A larger value of the tuning parameter γ affords less
unbiasedness and more concavity. As such, MCP is “simpler” than SCAD in a way and
in fact any similar penalty function within the region between the MCP and the SCAD,
as shown in Figure 2.4, will have the desired properties. Nevertheless, the computation
and analytical difficulties of such nonconvex minimization remain a concern.
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There are penalty functions that are Lasso-like which make use of combinations of
Lasso-type of penalty functions to address specific issues. An example is the Elastic Net
proposed by Zou and Hasite [60], which is a combination of Lasso and Ridge penalty to
address the issue of grouping of variables. It can be perceived as a two stage procedure
which facilitate the selection of highly correlated predictors as a group - either all in
together or all out together. There are also multiple-stage methods which make good use
of each of the characteristics of the different Lasso-type of penalty functions to perform
initial screening and final selection. One example is the two stage procedure proposed by
Zhao and Chen [56] which makes use of Lasso’s efficiency in achieving sparsity to perform
initial screening and utilizes the SCAD to perform finer selection. Other penalty func-
tions are a convolution of others. Particularly, SCAD has a lasso for small parameters to
achieve sparsity and a constant penalty for large parameter to maintain unbiasedness.
In summary, penalty function determines the behaviour of the estimator. With good
understanding of the characteristics and properties of a basis of penalty functions, one can
generate a wide spectrum of different penalty functions via composition or convolutions
to meet different needs. It is with this understanding that we formulate our penalty
function to overcome the prevalent problem of separation in logistic regression.
Chapter 3
Separation and Existing Techniques
Logistic regression is probably the most common statistical analysis after linear regres-
sion. Its widespread use could be attributed to the high occurrences of binary or cat-
egorical responses. In fact, on many occasions, continuous responses are dichotomized
and analyzed via logistic regression, making it pervasive in statistical analysis.
In this chapter, we will discuss separation, a common pitfall in logistic regression
analysis. Particularly, we will highlight how separation arises and the consequences of it.
We will also list some existing methods that help to ameliorate the issue of separation in
data and emphasize the importance of resolving it.
3.1 Separation
According to Albert and Anderson [3], the configuration of data involving categorical






In particular, for the archetypical logistic regression model for a binary dependent
variable, separation occurs when there exists a subvector of the covariates by which all
subjects can be correctly classified in terms of their responses of either 0 or 1. This is
equivalent to the existence of a hyperplane passing through the space of the covariates
such that on one side of the hyperplane are observations with 0s’ while on the other side

































































Figure 3.1: Configuration of data involving multinomial dependent response
That is, separation occurs when the categorical response can be perfectly separated
by a single variable or a non-trivial linear combination of the variables (separating vari-
ables) [36]. Quasi-separation occurs when the response variable are “almost” perfectly
separated, with some responses lying on the line of separation generated from the sepa-
rating variables.
In both separation and quasi-separation, the maximum likelihood estimates of the
parameters associated with the separating variables are infinite. This is the main issue
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with separation since, in general, the corresponding parameter values in the underlying
population are finite [27]. This thorny problem, on many occasions, has often forced
researchers to embark on difficult and consequential decisions due to ignorance or lack
of skills to tackle it. In addition, it is worth pointing out that the actual estimates of
parameter of the separating variables in most standard statistical software packages are
dependent on the arbitrary choice of the convergence criteria for the estimation routine
in the algorithm of the package. This, in the hand of unsuspecting researchers, can be
pernicious and is undesirable.
Besides being pervasive in situations where data is sparse and strong relationships
are present, separation can also be found in inconspicuous situations. In fact, Heinze
and Schemper [27] showed that separation can actually be quite prevalent under a host
of other conditions. In particular, they showed that separation can occur even when
the underlying model parameters are low in absolute value. They also showed that the
probability of separation is dependent on the number of dichotomous covariates, the
magnitude of the odds ratios and the degree of balance in their distribution.
Furthermore, addressing the issue of separation in data is implicitly variable selec-
tion. The importance of variable selection, especially in high-dimensional data space,
cannot be overly emphasized. Hence, it is important that one is equipped with ways to
overcome separation and best if one can have a method that not merely address the issue
of separation but also possess the desired properties of variable selection.
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3.2 Overcoming separation
Numerous approaches have been introduced and employed to handle data with sepa-
ration. At the upstream is simple “solution” that includes increasing sample size or
removing the separating variables that cause the problem or combining variables. There
are also methodologies and approaches that are capable of overcoming separation and
these include exact logistic regression, Jeffreys invariant prior and Firth’s method.
Upstream approaches are simple but are generally contentious and not preferred by
many researchers. Increasing sample size, for example, is not always feasible particularly
in observational or other non-experimental contexts and is likely to be subjected to query.
On the other hand, omitting the separating variable that causes the problem but bearing
a strong relationship to the response not only provide no information about the effect
of this highly predictive variable but also does not allow the adjustment of the effects of
other variables with respect to this separating variable. It is in fact a deliberate spec-
ification bias. Another upstream approach, data manipulation, also has its drawbacks.
Agresti and Yang [2] showed that simply adding a constant to ensure existence of esti-
mates can have undesirable properties. Clogg et. al.’s [15] approach of adding artificial
responses and non-responses and then analyzing the augmented data has been proven to
be inferior [27].
Beyond upstream approaches, exact logistic regression was specifically developed to
overcome separation. Briefly, exact logistic regression replaces the unsuitable maximum
likelihood estimate with a median unbiased estimate. This, however, is computationally
intensive and will fail when there are variables that lead to degenerate distributions of
all sufficient statistics as illustrated by Heinze and Schemper [27].
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Separately, Firth’s approach to reduce bias in maximum likelihood estimators is found
to be particularly useful in addressing separation. Firth, unlike others preceding him,
took a preventive approach instead of a corrective one by introducing a bias into the score
function to reduce bias in maximum likelihood estimators. This approach removes the
leading term in the asymptotic bias of the maximum likelihood estimator and thereby
achieving bias reduction. Unlike corrective approaches, the preventive approach by Firth
allows it to nip the problem at its bud and is useful in addressing separation where the
parameter estimates are infinite.
Firth’s method of bias reduction, also known to be equivalent to Jeffreys invariant
prior, has been comprehensively studied. Heinze and Schemper [27], with simulation,
applied Firth’s method to logistic regression with separation in data and showed it to
be better than other methods. Separately, Bull et. al. [12] extended Firth’s method in
multinomial logistic regression and also proved it to be superior over other methods in
small samples and Firth’s estimator was equivalent to the maximum likelihood estima-
tor as sample size increases. Gao and Shen [25], through adaptation of Firth’s method,
further showed that Firth’s method was asymptotically consistent.
There are other viable methods, often as a by product, that can overcome separation.
Particularly, in glmpath algorithm, a ridge penalty with a finite small positive factor is
added to L1 penalty to facilitate smooth computation and to avoid non-convergence.
The introduction of this ridge penalty with a small fixed tuning parameter prevents the
parameter estimates from escalating to infinity and indirectly overcome separation, if any.
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Addressing the issue of separation is not merely about producing finite parameter
estimates for interpretation. It has far reaching ramifications if not adequately resolved.
Overcoming separation also solve some common issues faced in statistical analysis. In
particular, it permits Monte Carlo studies of small sample settings which generally results
in frequent cases of separation to be performed. Studies involving bootstrapping which
results in separation among resample even though there is no separation in the original
sample will no more be a problem.
With this background, we aim to provide an alternate and competent penalty func-
tion that will go beyond the addressing of separation in data to one possessing desired
properties in model selection and is computationally efficient in selecting variables in
high dimensional feature space.
Chapter 4
Minimax Concave Bridge Penalty
Function
Having reviewed the penalized approach to model selection and the issue with separation
in logistic regression, we will lay out our proposed penalty function in this chapter. We
will sketch the development of our proposed penalty function and discuss its associated
desired properties in model selection with high-dimensional feature space which makes it
superior over existing methods.
4.1 Motivation
The idea of this proposed penalty function stems from the work of Zhao and Chen [56]
where they developed a two-stage penalized logistic regression approach to case-control
genome-wide association study (GWAS). In their approach, Zhao and Chen first use the
Lasso penalty to screen out apparently unrelated variables and reduce the number of
variables to a tractable level. They subsequently apply the SCAD penalty to rank the
variables which survive the initial screening to facilitate the final model selection. A
34
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Jeffreys invariant prior penalty was added to the SCAD penalty to manage the issue of
separation or quasi-separation which is prevalent in logistic model.
In the first stage of their approach in case-control GWAS, Zhao and Chen need not
introduce a Jeffrey’s prior to the Lasso penalty as its unbounded penalty for large param-
eters will resolve the issue of separation in data, if any. However, SCAD, with bounded
penalty will not be able to penalize these covariates sufficiently and hence the introduc-
tion of the Jeffrey’s prior.
Ibrahim and Laud [32] as well as Poirier [44], however, have cautioned statisticians
in the use of Jeffrey’s prior, particularly in instances when there is a large number of
nuisance parameters.
4.2 Basic Idea
We would like our penalty function to have the desired properties of model selection such
as sparsity, continuity and unbiasedness as well as the capability of handling separation.
These require us to synthesize the characteristics of each of the different basic penalty
functions and put them together in such a way that we draw out the strengths of each
to address the issue we face. Particularly, to be able to address separation, we need a
penalty function that will sufficiently penalize the separating variables and yet not too
much to maintain unbiasedness.
Knight and Fu [34] in their consideration of the penalized least square with bridge
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proved the following theorem:
Theorem 2
Suppose that q < 1. If λ/nq/2 → λ0 ≥ 0 then
√
n(βˆ − β) D→ arg min(V )
where










i xi → C and W ∼ N(0, σ2C).
This theorem shows that with Lq penalty, q < 1, we are able to estimate non-zero
regression parameters at the usual rate without asymptotic bias while shrinking the esti-
mates of zero regression parameters to 0 with positive probability. Subsequently, Huang
et al. [30] also showed that this ability to estimate non-zero parameters without bias
while shrinking zero parameters to 0 with Lq, q < 1, holds true also for the case of infi-
nite number of covariates. This property of Lq, q < 1, provided us with a viable way to
achieve the balance we are seeking in the development of our proposed penalty function.
In other words, the constant penalty function for large parameter, introduced to
achieve unbiasedeness, in SCAD or in MCP can be replaced with a Lq penalty, q < 1.
In this way, we will not overly under-penalize large parameter and will simultaneously
address separation in data and achieve unbias estimators.
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4.3 Minimax Concave Bridge Penalty
As reviewed earlier, the MCP penalty function mirrors the properties of the SCAD
penalty function with MCP providing sparse convexity to the broadest extent by mini-
mizing the maximum concavity. Its single knot compared to the double knots in SCAD
makes it superior in terms of versatility and simplicity. As such, our proposed penalty
function, Minimax Concave Bridge Penalty (MCBP) function, will also feature a single
knot with minimized maximum concavity. It is envisaged that the MCBP function will
yield estimators that have the desired properties of model selection as well as the oracle
property and is able to address the issue of separation in data at the same time.
Details of the construction of MCBP
For the MCBP function to provide sparse convexity to the broadest extent by minimizing
the maximum concavity, its derivative needs to abide by the necessary conditions spelt
out in Chapter 2. As such, the derivative of the MCBP function for parameters before
the single knot can be expressed as
p
′
(|β|) = λ(1− |β|
λγ
)
We observed that the derivative of Lq penalty is never zero. Hence, to be able to use
a single knot to join the above and the derivative of Lq, we allow the knot to be at rλγ
where r ∈ (0, 1) to achieve continuity in the first derivative of the MCBP function at the







), |β| < rλγ
λ 1−r
(rλγ)q−1 |β|q−1, |β| ≥ rλγ
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Figure 4.1: Minimax Concave Bridge Penalty function, γ = 3, r = 2/3





















With this relationship between q and r, we observe that
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1. we have the MCP penalty function when r → 1, and
2. we have the L1 penalty function when r → 0.
This is expected based on the construction of the MCBP function. This shows that
our penalty function is indeed more general with the Lasso and the MCP as special cases.
We would like to highlight that the MCBP function is developed with implementation
and computation in mind. The number of tuning parameters that need to be estimated
is kept to the minimum. The MCBP function is made continuous at the single knot by
simply establishing a relationship between r and q rather than by a translation of the
derivative via an arbitrary constant. In this manner, though we have inevitably compro-
mised in terms of a wider spectrum of penalty function, we have gained in the need to
estimate a larger number of tuning parameters.














where yi has a density fi(g(x
T
i β), yi)) and g is the inverse link function.
Particularly, the penalized likelihood with the MCBP function that will address data
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4.4 Properties and Justifications










Figure 4.2: Plot of |β|+ p′(|β|)
From the plot, it is not difficult to see that MCBP function satisfies the conditions
for sparsity and continuity as laid out by Fan and Li [17]. The MCBP function has a
singularity at zero and therefore has the important property of sparsity, a much desired
property for model selection with high dimensional data. Unlike the bridge penalty
function which does not have the continuity property despite having oracle property, a
much lamented deficiency highlighted by Zou [59], MCBP function, with γ > 1, has
the continuity property and is able to provide a “smooth” transition from one plausible
model to another. The unbiasedness property is inferred from the work done by Knight
and Fu as well as Huang et.al..
In addition, MCBP function, with Lq, 0 < q < 1 component for large parameter, will
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Penalised least square estimators
Figure 4.3: PLS estimator or thresholding rule of MCBP function
be unlike L1 and will not over penalize true parameters that are large. At the same
time, unlike SCAD or MCP, the MCBP function will not under-penalize untrue large pa-
rameters that arise from situation with separation. Hence, MCBP function is a penalty
function that possesses the desired properties in model selection and is able to address the
issue of separation. Separately, MCBP function, though non-convex, is explicit in form
and its asymptotic properties can be examined analytically when compared to methods
featured in Chapter 3.
Finally, MCBP function can be perceived as a versatile penalty function. With suit-
able choice of r, it can be the Lasso penalty function or the MCP penalty function or in
between. An algorithm developed for the implementation of this penalty function will
enable a one-stop analysis without the need to switch from LARs for Lasso to PLUS or
ncvreg for MCP.
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In the next chapter, we develop the computational algorithm for the implementation
of the MCBP function.
Chapter 5
Computation
In Chapter 4, we have justified that the Minimax Concave Bridge Penalty function has
all the desired properties in model selection as well as the capability to resolve separation
in data. It is, however, a nonconvex penalty function. Practitioners have been lukewarm
in embracing methods that have nonconvex objective functions due to the numerical
challenges in optimizing and the often unstable solutions. In studies involving high
dimensionality, it is inevitable that practitioners factor computational efficiency as part
of the equation to decide on the approach to the analysis. As such, to complete our
proposal, we will provide a matching efficient computation algorithm that befits the
theoretical attractiveness of the MCBP function and one which will facilitate the fitting
of MCBP models.
5.1 Some methods on non-convex optimization
In Chapter 2, we observed that a necessary condition for penalty functions to possess
the desired properties of model selection is to be nonconvex. SCAD and MCP are two
examples of such nonconvex penalty functions and numerous computation algorithms
43
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have been developed to facilitate their implementation.
5.1.1 Local Quadratic Approximation
Fan and Li, in their introduction to the SCAD penalty function, proposed to locally
approximate penalty functions that are singular at the origin and do not have a continuous
second order derivative with a quadratic function. In particular, suppose β(0) is an initial
value that is close to the true value of β, Fan and Li proposed locally approximating the
first order derivative of the penalty function by a linear function:







This linear approximation of the first order derivative leads to a local quadratic ap-
proximation (LQA) of the penalty function:







}(β2j − β(0)2j ).
A modified Newton-Raphson algorithm is subsequently applied to optimize this ap-
proximated penalized likelihood. Specifically, using the unpenalized maximum likelihood
as β(0), we solve iteratively
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This algorithm, however, has a similar drawback to stepwise variable selections. A
covariate that is being removed during the LQA algorithm will not be included in the
final selected model [17]. Hunter and Li [31] managed to alleviate this issue by optimizing
a slightly perturbed version of the LQA but the size of perturbation to adopt remains
unanswered. Fan and Li [17] suggested using the one-step (or k -step) estimate from the
iterative LQA algorithm with good starting estimators to overcome the computational
difficulty but such an approach cannot have sparse representation and this runs against
the desired property of the nonconvex penalty function.
5.1.2 Local Linear Approximation
Zou and Li [61] proposed a unified algorithm to solve nonconvex penalized likelihood
based on locally linearly approximating (LLA) the penalty function. That is,
pλ(|βj|) ≈ pλ(|β(0)j |) + p′λ(|β(0)j |)(|βj| − |β(0)j |)
for βj ≈ β(0)j .
Similar to the LQA algorithm, the maximization of the penalized likelihood can be
solved iteratively using








with the unpenalized maximum likelihood estimate, β(0), used as the initial value till
β(n) converges.
The LLA enjoys significant advantages over the LQA and is able to reduce the com-
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putation cost without losing statistical efficiency. The LLA need not delete any small
coefficient to avoid numerical instability and is shown to be the best convex minoriza-
tion maximization (MM) algorithm [61]. The convergence of the LLA algorithm is also
assured by the ascent property of MM algorithm [35]. The LLA algorithm inherits the
good features of LASSO in terms of computational efficiency and can therefore ride on
the many algorithms developed for Lasso such as least angle regression (LARs) [16].
Both the LQA and LLA are just some of the numerous computational algorithms
that estimate parameters of nonconvex penalized likelihood. One assumption made in
these algorithms is a good inital estimate, β(0), in the vicinity of the true β. Both LQA
and LLA suggested the use of the unpenalized MLE as the initial value. In data with
separation, however, MLE does not exist and this limits the utility of these approaches.
In addition, this also implicitly assumes that d << n and therefore these methods are not
applicable in situations when d is larger than n. Furthermore, these methods optimize
the penalized likelihood discretely and do not provide a whole solution path and will be
a challenge to implement when high-dimensional data is involved.
Many other similar methods that approximate the nonconvex penalty function with
a convex penalty function followed by iterative application of convex optimization al-
gorithm to arrive at an estimate have been developed. Separately, Breheny and Huang
[9] proposed to apply the coordinate descent algorithms to SCAD and MCP regression
models and have made ncvreg , the algorithm in R package, available for use.
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5.2 Methodology for the computation of MCBP so-
lution path
Our approach to the computation on the fitting of the MCBP model aims to generate the
whole solution along the entire regularization path. With the availability of the whole
solution path, the MCBP model can be easily evaluated and variable selection in high-
dimension data can be performed.
To do this, our methodology employs the Concave and Convex procedure (CCCP)
and the predictor-corrector algorithm. The CCCP optimizes objective functions that
can be decomposed into the sum of a concave and a convex function and we use this to
overcome the nonconvexity of the MCBP function. The predictor-corrector algorithm is
one of the fundamental strategies that are widely used in mathematics to identify the set
of solutions to non-linear equations that are traced through a one dimensional parameter.
Perceiving our penalized likelihood as a family of problems, parameterized by the regu-
larization parameter λ, the whole solution path of βˆ(λ) as λ changes can be traced using
the predictor-corrector algorithm. In addition, we use the idea of equiangular vector
within LARs to work out the step to embark in the regularization parameter for greater
efficiency.
In the following, we briefly introduce the key concepts in CCCP and the predictor-
corrector algorithm.
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5.2.1 CCCP
Briefly, Yuille and Rangarajan [54] developed the concave-convex procedure (CCCP),
also popularly known as DC (Difference of Convex) programming, to solve any optimiza-
tion problem that can be expressed as a sum of a concave and a convex function.
Suppose the objective is to
min f(β).




the function f can be rewritten as a sum of a concave and a convex function as follows:
f(β) = fvex(β) + fcave(β).
The condition of bounded Hessian is weak and is satisfied by most optimization problems.
This gives rise to the popularity of the CCCP approach.








and it has been shown that β(m) converges to a minimum or a saddle point of function










and this implies ∂
∂β
f(β) = 0 is satisfied.
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5.2.2 Predictor-corrector algorithm
Briefly, the predictor-corrector algorithm is employed to solve a system of nonlinear equa-
tions, H(β, λ) = 0, where H : Rn+1 → Rn. As illustrated by Allgower and Georg [4],
the predictor-corrector algorithm numerically traces the solution path by generating a
sequence of points ui ∈ Rn+1 that satisfy a chosen tolerance criterion such as the Eu-
clidean norm, ||H(ui)|| is less than  for some  > 0. To kick start the predictor-corrector
algorithm, we assume that there is a starting point u0 that satisfy H(u0) = 0.
Suppose a point ui with ||H(ui)|| <  has been accepted. The predictor-corrector
algorithm uses the initial value problem satisfied by ui to provide a preliminary estimate,
vi+1, for the next point ui+1. This estimation is termed as the predictor step and is typ-
ically obtained as a simple numerical integration step for the initial value problem.
With this preliminary estimate, vi+1, the predictor-corrector algorithm seeks to locate
the point wi+1 along the true solution curve that is closest to vi+1. That is, wi+1 satisfies
||wi+1 − vi+1|| = min
H(w)=0
||w − vi+1||.
The search for wi+1 is termed the corrector step. In the process of the search of wi+1, a
point ui+1 that satisfy the given tolerance ||H(ui+1)|| <  will be taken as the next point
along the solution path.
Repeatedly performing the predictor and corrector steps will generate a sequence of
ui’s and these will be joined together to provide an approximation of the solution curve
to H(β, λ) = 0.
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5.3 Computational Algorithm
Our method to the computation on the fitting of the MCBP model is an amalgamation
of the CCCP and the predictor-corrector algorithm. The fitting of MCBP model is essen-
tially an optimization problem involving a noncovex objective function and is equivalent
to solving a system of normal equations. The predictor-corrector algorithm has been
shown to be an efficient and a viable way to generate the solution path to a system of
nonlinear equations and therefore we will adopt this algorithm to generate the solution
path of MCBP model. As MCBP function is nonconvex, we will decompose the MCBP
into the sum of a concave and a convex function to facilitate the application of CCCP
and ease the optimization.
In this section, we provide the details of our computational algorithm for fitting a
MCBP generalized linear model.
5.3.1 Problem set-up
Let {(xi, yi) : xi ∈ Rd, yi ∈ R, i = 1, 2, . . . , n} be n pairs of d covariates and a response in
a generalized linear model. Suppose Y , the random part, follows a distribution from an
exponential family with mean E(Y ) = µ and variance V = var(Y ). Let the covariates
affect Y collectively through a linear predictor ηi = β0 +
∑d
j=1 xijβj be the deterministic
part and let the random and deterministic parts be connected by a link function g where
ηi = g(µi) = β0 +
∑d
j=1 xijβj.
The density function of each component of Y has a distribution taking the form (as
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expressed by McCullagh and Nelder [38])
f(y; θ, φ) = exp{yθ − b(θ)
a(φ)
− c(y, φ)},
a(.), b(.) and c(.) are known functions.


















we have E(Y ) = µ = b′(θ) and Var(Y ) = b′′(θ)a(φ) as well. Following the observation,
that b′′(θ) is positive and hence b′(θ) is increasing, we have θ = θ(µ) and the variance
function is defined as V (µ) = b′′(θ(µ)).
5.3.2 Decomposition of MCBP function
As mentioned earlier, we will apply the CCCP to our MCBP model fitting to facilitate
our computational algorithm. We note that the decomposition of the MCBP function is
not unique and its choice will determine its tractability. Our choice of the decomposition
is very much influenced by our aim to arrive at a form that is similar to Lasso so that we
can tap on the rich and efficient algorithms that have already been established for Lasso
type of problems.
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As such, we propose to decompose the MCBP function into the sum of a concave and
a convex function in the following way:









, if |β| < rλγ




, if |β| ≥ rλγ
.



















Figure 5.1: Decomposing MCBP into the sum of a concave and a convex function
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5.3.3 MCBP Penalized GLM model
Hence, the MCBP penalized GLM model has a penalized likelihood of the following form:
min
β


























We will use the first form in our predictor step and the second form in our corrector step
to overcome the nonconvexity.
Predictor-corrector algorithm
The initialization of the predictor corrector step is from the observation that when λ
exceeds a certain threshold, λmax, the only non-zero coefficient is β0 and βj = 0 for
j = 1, 2 . . . , d. This is equivalent to a model with no covariates.
As we decrease λ, the coefficients of other covariates become non zeros and join the
active set. Reducing λ, we alternate between a predictor and corrector step and updating
the active set. The steps of the mth iteration are as follows:
1. Step length - where we determine the decrement in λ to take from one iteration to
another.
2. Predictor step - where we linearly approximate the change in the parameter with
the change in λ (from λm to λm+1).
βˆ
m+ ≈ βˆm + (λm+1 − λm)∂β
∂λ
|λm
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3. Corrector step - where we find the exact solution of β that minimizes
min
β















as the initial estimate.
4. Active set - where we test to see whether the current active set need to be modified;
if so, repeat the corrector step with the updated active set.
Predictor step
In this step, we provide a preliminary estimate of the solution corresponding to λm+1
when λ is decreased by a certain amount from λm. We use the solution βˆ
m
correspond-
ing to λm to generate this preliminary estimate.
This is achieved via the observation that βˆ
m





















= b′′(θi) = V (µi) = vi as well as the deterministic
part of ηi = β0 +
∑d
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where X is a n× (d+ 1) matrix including a column of 1s, W is a diagonal matrix with n
diagonal elements V −1i (
∂µ
∂η





]sgn(β), if |β| < rλγ
λ(1−r)
(rλγ)q−1 |β|q−1sgn(β), if |β| ≥ rλγ
Following the implicit function theorem [41], there exists β(λ) such that ∂L
∂β
= H(β, λ) =
0 over an open range of λ. In other words, we can perceive β as a function of λ. This
allows us to derive an estimate of βˆ
m+
that correspond to λm+1 via a linear approximation
based on the exact solution at the m-th iteration, βˆ
m
corresponding to λm. That is,
βˆ












[p′(|βˆm|)]A is a vector made up only of current non-zero parameters, that is those





sgn(βˆm), if |βˆm| < rλmγ
(2−q)(1−r)
(rλγ)q−1 |βˆm|q−1sgn(βˆm), if |βˆm| ≥ rλmγ
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if |βˆm| < rλmγ
λm(1−r)(q−1)
(rλmγ)q−1 |βˆm|q−2 if |βˆm| ≥ rλmγ
and 0 as the element in the 1 by 1 cell.
Equation (5.4) is obtained via defining f(λ) = H(β(λ), λ) = ∂L
∂β
and observing that in
the domain that yields the current active set, f(λ) = 0 for all λ. That is, differentiating



















This can also be obtained via Taylor expansions of the normal equations for the
minimization problem in (5.1) [45].
Corrector step
In the corrector step, we find the solution to the penalized likelihood corresponding to
λm+1 using the preliminary estimate from the predictor step as the initial starting point.
This involves iterative process and the result from each iteration will get closer and closer
to the solution. As previously mentioned, the MCBP function is nonconvex and we will
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apply CCCP with the previously proposed decomposition to iterate to the solution that
optimizes (5.2).
The iterative step in CCCP involves the solving of βs+1 given βs using β0 = βˆ
m+
as
the initial estimate in the equation:
∂
∂β


















sgn(β), if |β| < rλγ
[λ− λ 1−r
(rλγ)q−1 |β|q−1]sgn(β), if |β| ≥ rλγ
. (5.5)
From the perspective of optimization, solving the above equation is the same as solving




















k ′(|βsj |)|βj |sgn(βj )]. (5.6)
To make this optimization more tractable, we use sgn(βsj ) for sgn(βj) based on their
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We note that 1− sgn(βsj )k′(|βsj |)
λ




























where x∗ij = xij/ωj and β˜j = ωjβj.
Thus, with this decomposition and transformation, we reduce the penalized likeli-
hood to a Lasso-type of penalized likelihood (5.8) and this enables us to use established
convex optimization algorithms developed for Lasso or any other convex optimization
programme to solve for β˜ from which we can obtain βˆ
m+1
corresponding to λm+1.
Before we finalized on this as the solution to βˆ
(m+1)
, we perform a check on the
active set to see if there is any augmentation. If there is augmentation, we repeat the
corrector step with the modified active set until there is no augmentation. Covariates
whose coefficients have become zero will be removed from the active set.
Active Set
This step of the algorithm reviews the covariates in the active set, A, and determines
whether there is a need to augment the active set. The procedure to determine whether
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the active set needs to be augmented follows the same procedure used by Park and Hastie
[43], in glmpath, which was justified by Rosset and Zhu [45].
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where µˆ is the current estimate from the m-th corrector step.
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Based on the Karush Khun Tucker formulation of the optimization problem, at opti-
mization, we have
|x∗Tj Wm(y − µˆ)
∂η
∂µ
| = λ for j ∈ A
and
|x∗Tj Wm(y − µˆ)
∂η
∂µ
| < λ for j 6∈ A.
Therefore, if for any j ∈ Ac, we have |x∗Tj Wm(y − µˆ) ∂η∂µ | ≥ λ, we will augment it
in the active set and repeat the corrector step until no such index is found. We remove
those with zero coefficients from the active set.
Step length
This step of the algorithm determines the step length, λm − λm+1, to take. We observe
that small step length will lead to a more refined and accurate solution path. This, how-
ever, will be at the expense of computation. We propose a step length that is similar to
the idea of equiangular in LARs. Following are the details of the generation of the step
length.
Let A be active set at the end of the m-th corrector step. Following what has been
developed in the active set step, where X∗ = XΩ−1, the vector of current correlations
is given by
cˆ = X∗TWm(y − µˆ)∂η
∂µ
and for j ∈ A, |cˆj| = λm.
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Let sj = sgn{cˆj} for j ∈ A and let
XA = (1, . . . , sjxj, . . .)





























Thus, when we take a small step h along the direction of the uA, the new correlation
is given by
c = X∗TWm(y − µˆ− huA)∂η
∂µ




For j ∈ A, cj = λm − h.
Thus, we see that the active set will be augmented when for some j 6∈ A,
|cj| = λm − h
which yields








Hence new covariate will be augmented into the active set when λm+1 = λm − hˆ.
Separately, we need to check whether any estimate of the covariate in the active set
reaches 0 as well when we traverse along this ‘equiangular’ path. To do this, we consider,







This means that existing active covariate will be eliminated from the active set when
λm+1 = λm − h˜. Therefore, we set the step length at each iteration to be min(hˆ, h˜).
5.4 Package mcbppath
The realization of this computational algorithm to facilitate the fitting of MCBP models
is the source code mcbppath in R (see Appendix). This source code contains the basic
functions and their descriptions that are necessary to implement the MCBP computa-
tional algorithm. The main program is also included.
In the following, the usage of the major function MCBP is described below:
Usage
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mcbp: (x, y, q, g, family = binomial, standardize = TRUE, nopenalty.subset = NULL,
max.steps = 20*min(n,m), max.norm = 100*m, weight = rep(1,n), offset = rep(0,n),
lambda2 = 0, bshoot.threshold = 0.1, relax.lambda, function.precision = 3e-13,
min.lambda = (if(m ≥ n) 1e-6 else 0.5e-2), max.vars = Inf, max.arclength = Inf,
frac.arclength = 1, add.newvars = 1, eps = .Machine$double.eps, trace = FALSE)
Arguments
x: matrix of features
y: response
q: index of the bridge penalty, q ∈ (0, 1)
g: this value, together with q, determines the position of the knot. It is a value ≥ 1
family: name of a family function that represents the distribution of y to be used in
the model. It must be binomial, gaussian, or poisson. For each one, the canonical
link function is used; logit for binomial, identity for gaussian, and log for poisson
distribution. Default is binomial
standardize: If TRUE, predictors are standardized to have a unit variance
nopenalty.subset: a set of indices for the predictors that are not subject to the penalty
max.steps: an optional bound for the number of steps to be taken. Default is 10 ×
min{nrow(x), ncol(x)}
max.norm: an optional bound for the L1 norm of the coefficients. Default is 100×ncol(x)
weight: an optional vector of weights for observations
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offset: an optional vector of offset. If a column of x is used as offset, the corresponding
column must be removed from x
lambda2: regularization parameter for the L2 norm of the coefficients. Default is 1e-5
bshoot.threshold: If the absolute value of a coefficient is larger than bshoot.threshold
at the first corrector step it becomes non zero (therefore when λ is considered to
have been decreased too far), λ is increased again. i.e. A backward distance in λ
that makes the coefficient zero is computed. Default is 0.1
relax.lambda: A variable joins the active set if |L′(β)| > λ×(1-relax.lambda). Default
is 1e-8. If no variable joins the active set even after many (> 20) steps, the user
should increase relax.lambda to 1e-7 or 1e-6, but not more than that. This adjust-
ment is sometimes needed because of the numerical precision/error propagation
problems. In general, the paths are less accurate with relaxed lambda
function.precision: function.precision parameter used in the internal solver. Default
is 3e-13. The algorithm is faster, but less accurate with relaxed, larger function
precision
min.lambda: an optional (lower) bound for the size of λ. Default is 0 for ncol(x) <
nrow(x) cases and 1e-6 otherwise
max.vars: an optional bound for the number of active variables. Default is Inf
max.arclength: an optional bound for arc length (L1 norm) of a step. If max.arclength
is extremely small, an exact nonlinear path is produced. Default is Inf
frac.arclength: Under the default setting, the next step size is computed so that the
active set changes right at the next value of lambda. When frac.arclength is as-
signed some fraction between 0 and 1, the step size is decreased by the factor of
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frac.arclength in arc length. If frac.arclength=0.2, the step length is adjusted so
that the active set would change after five smaller steps. Either max.arclength or
frac.arclength can be used to force the path to be more accurate. Default is 1
add.newvars: add.newvars candidate variables (that are currently not in the active set)
are used in the corrector step as potential active variables. Default is 1
eps: an effective zero
trace: If TRUE, the algorithm prints out its progress
Details
This algorithm amalgamate the concave and convex procedure and the predictor-
corrector method to determine the entire path of the coefficient estimates as the reg-
ularization parameter varies in values. The concave and convex procedure is mainly
employed to overcome the nonconvexity of the MCBP function. The predictor-corrector
method, as the regularization parameter varies, computes a series of solution sets, each
time estimating the coefficients with less regularization, based on the previous estimate.
Values
A mcbppath object is returned.
lambda: vector of λ values for which the exact coefficients are computed.
lambda2: λ2 used
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relax.lambda; relax.lambda used
min.lambda; min.lambda used
step.length: vector of step lengths in λ
corr: matrix of L′(β) values (derivatives of the log-likelihood)
new.df: vector of degrees of freedom (to be used in the plot function)
df: vector of degrees of freedom at each step
deviance: vector of deviance computed at each step
aic: vector of AIC values
bic: vector of BIC values
b.predictor: matrix of coefficient estimates from the predictor steps
b.corrector: matrix of coefficient estimates from the corrector steps
new.A: vector of boolean values indicating the steps at which the active set changed
(to be used in the plot/predict functions)
actions: actions taken at each step
meanx: means of the columns of x
sdx: standard deviations of the columns of x
xnames: column names of x
family: family used
weight: weights used
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offset: offset used
nopenalty.subset: nopenalty.subset used
standardize: TRUE if the predictors were standardized before fitting
Chapter 6
Numerical Study
In this chapter, we subject the MCBP function to test. In particular, we compare the
performances of the MCBP function against established penalty functions such as the
Lasso and the MCP in different data settings. At the same time, we will apply the
MCBP function on a real data set, the CGEMS prostate cancer data, to determine its
performance in identifying plausible genes that are associated with this particular cancer.
In these numerical studies, we use two main indicators, the positive discovery rate
(PDR) and the false discovery rate (FDR), to evaluate the performances of the respective
penalty functions. These indicators complement one another and together, characterized
the selection accuracy. They are commonly used in model building involving large number
of covariates. Particularly, a PDR that approaches 1 and a FDR that converges to 0 as
the sample size increases to infinity implies selection consistency. Formally, the discovery
rates are defined as follows:
Let s0 be the set of true covariates and s∗ be the set of selected covariates. Then
PDR =
|s∗ ∩ s0|
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In addition, we will use the model size and the number of total misclassified covariates
to provide more insights into the performances of the model selection. Specifically, these
measures are defined as follows:
Model size = |s∗|
Totalmiss = |s∗ ∩ sc0|+ |s0 ∩ sc∗|
Separately, we use R packages, glmpath and ncvreg as well as plus, to perform our
variable selection based on the Lasso penalty and the MCP penalty functions respec-
tively. We use the package mcbp developed in Chapter 5 to perform variable selection
based on the MCBP function.
We organize our numerical study into the following cases:
I. d < n
II. d > n
III. CGEMS prostate data from National Cancer Institute, USA.
6.1 Case I, d < n
This case of our numerical study serves to show that the MCBP function is comparable, if
not superior, to established penalty functions such as the Lasso and the MCP in situations
when d < n. In this case, we have three data settings - a linear regression, a logistic
regression and a situation when there is separation in data. In all these data settings,
the search procedure is governed by the respective penalty functions. Combinations of
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covariates identified along the solution path are gathered and the BIC resulting from the
unpenalized model of these combinations of covariates are used to select the final model.
Data Setting 1 (Linear Regression)
This data setting, which has a few large effects, is widely used to validate and compare
penalty functions. It was first found in Tibshirani’s paper [48] to illustrate the property
of Lasso and subsequently in Fan and Li’s [17] introduction of SCAD as well as Zou and
Hastie’s [60] proposal on Elastic Net. We will use this setting to see the performance of
MCBP function in situations where there is few large effects in linear regression. The
details of the data setting are as follows:
1. y = xTβ + σN(0,1).
2. β = (3, 1.5, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0)T .
3. xi,the components of x are standard normal.
4. correlation between xi and xj is (0.5)
|i−j|.
5. we use the following duplet (n, σ): (40,3),(40,1), (60,1).
Data Setting 2 (Logistic Regression)
The purpose of this setting is to see the performance of the MCBP function in logistic
regression. The setting is similar to the example by Fan and Li [17]. The variations of
the coefficients coupled with the decay correlation among the covariates provide different
scenarios for variable selection. The details of the setting are as follows:
1. y Bernoulli {p(xTβ)} where p(u) = exp(u)
1+exp(u)
.
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2. β1 = (3, 1.5, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0)
T or β2 = (3, 0.5, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
T .
3. xi, i = 1, . . . , 6, the first six components of x are such that they are standard normal
with correlation (0.5)|i−j|.
4. x7 and x8 are i.i.d from a Bernoulli distribution with success probability of 0.5.
5. we use standardized covariates.
6. we use the following duplet (n, β): (200,β1),(200,β2), (400,β2).
Data Setting 3 (Separation)
This data setting is to show the prowess of MCBP function in situations when there is
separation in data. As mentioned earlier, one of the driving motivation for the devel-
opment of the MCBP function is to overcome separation in data while still achieving
the desired properties of variable selection. Here, we subject the MCBP function to
simulated data with separation via the following setting:
1. y Bernoulli {p(xTβ)} where p(u) = exp(u)
1+exp(u)
.
2. β1 = (0, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
T or β2 = (0, 5, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
T or β3 = (0, 3, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
T .
3. xi, i = 1, . . . , 8 are i.i.d from a Bernoulli distribution with success probability of
0.5.
4. we use standardized covariates.
5. we use the following duplet (n, β): (50,β1),(50,β2), (50,β3).
For each of these data settings, we simulated 100 datasets. The results are tabulated
in Table 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3.
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In linear regression, when the signal to noise ratio is high, the three penalty functions
performed similarly in terms of all measures (See Table 6.1). However, when the signal
to noise ratio is low, selection via the MCBP and Lasso penalty function is better than
MCP in terms of discovery rates. MCBP achieved comparable performance to Lasso with
a smaller average model size. In logistic regression, when the true coefficients are large
in values, all three penalty functions performed competently in terms of discovery rates
with MCBP showing marginally better results (See Table 6.2). In addition, in situations
when a highly correlated covariate has a small coefficient, MCP performance is not as
desirable as both Lasso and MCBP. In data setting 3, as expected and consistent with
its development, the MCBP function is able to overcome separation in data and perform
reasonably well in its variable selection (See Table 6.3). MCBP function is a competent
penalty for penalized likelihood variable selection in the case when d < n.
6.2 Case II, d > n
This case of the numerical study aims to show that the MCBP function is competent in
situations when d > n. Such examples are abundant in statistical analysis especially in
the fields of biostatistics, genetic and machine learning. The capability to build useful
parsimony models from the exponentially large number of covariates is the key to our
evaluation of the different penalty functions.
Given the large number of covariates, our approach to model selection is via identifying
the series of sets of covariates selected as the tuning parameter shrink to zero. We
stopped the procedure when the size of the set of covariates selected in the series reached
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a predetermined number1. We then compute the EBIC for each of the identified set of
covariates with γ = 1 − logn
3 log d
in EBIC2 [13]. The set with the minimum EBIC is then
selected.
Specifically, the two data settings that we consider in this case are as follows:
Data Setting 4
This data setting, similar to the example in Wang [51], is constructed with the aim to see
the efficiency of the penalty function in situation when the correlation between the true
causal covariates and the response variable is much smaller than the correlation between
the non causal covariates and the response variable3. Such a situation will render the
identification of the causal covariates challenging. Particularly, the details of the setting
are as follows:
1. standard deviation of the error term satisfies: H = (β
∗)TΣβ∗
(β∗)TΣβ∗+σ2
2. number of true causal features: d0 = 5
3. set of true causal features: s0 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
4. number of covariates: dn = [n
κ] where κ = 1.15
1This predetermined number can be based on theoretical justification or other justifications which
can be further refined if the completion of the second phase shows a need to review it. It is observed
that this number should not be larger than the size (n, or close to it) of the data to prevent subset
selection such as AIC, BIC or even EBIC from choosing the full set of covariates and results in a high
false discovery rate.
2In EBIC, γ needs to exceed 1 − logn2 log d to achieve selection consistency. Large γ produces smaller
FDR as well as smaller PDR. γ = 1 − logn3 log d is a reasonable choice that will optimize PDR while still
retaining consistency
3Wang showed this via Monte Carlo computation
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5. true coefficient vector given by:
β∗j =













, for d0 + 1 ≤ i ≤ dn
where (Z1, . . . , Zdn) = (zi,j)n×dn , (W1, . . . ,Wd0) = (wi,j)n×d0 are i.i.d observations
from N(0, 1).
7. we use the following duplet (n,H): (200,0.4),(200,0.6), (400,0.4), (400,0.6).
Data Setting 5
This data setting enables us to check on the efficiency of the MCBP penalized likelihood
model in situations when the covariates have power decay correlation but the true causal
features have significant multi-linearity. Its true covariates are located in cluster, as in
Breiman [10] and Hemant [28]. Specifically, the details of the setting are as follows:
1. standard deviation of the error term satisfies: 0.75 = (β
∗)TΣβ∗
(β∗)TΣβ∗+σ2
2. number of true causal feature: d0 = 15
3. dn = [n
κ] where κ = 1.15
4. set of true causal feature: s0 = {18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62}
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5. true coefficient vector:
β∗20i+j =

5 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3,−2 ≤ j ≤ 2
0 otherwise
6. covariate: (X1, . . . , Xdn) = (xi,j)n×dn are i.i.d observations from N(0, 1) with
E(XiXj) = ρ
|i−j|.
7. we use the following duplet (n, ρ): (100, 0.6), (100, 0.8), (200, 0.6), (200, 0.8).
For each of these data settings, we simulated 100 datasets. We chose 15 and 40 (about
three times the number of true covariates) to be the size of the predetermined number of
covariates to stop the selection procedure4. The results are tabulated in Table 6.4 and 6.5.
In data setting 4, the results show that MCP function consistently did better than
Lasso and MCBP functions. MCBP function performed marginally better than Lasso
in terms of FDR and with a smaller model size. In data setting 5, both Lasso and
MCBP did better than MCP. The MCBP function is marginally better than the Lasso
in terms of PDR. As such, in situation when d > n and when the true data structure is
unknown, MCBP function can serve as a viable penalty function to select variable. The
MCBP function can be a rigorous penalty function to help achieve reasonable outcomes
in variable selection when d > n.
4In real situation, we may have to experiment with this predetermined number based on theoretical
justification as well as the need to balance the PDR and FDR.
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6.3 Analysis of CGEMS prostate cancer data
In this section, we apply the MCBP function on the Cancer Genetic Markers of Sus-
ceptibility, CGEMS, prostate cancer data from the National Cancer Institute, USA. As
mentioned in Chapter 4, the idea of MCBP stems from the work of Zhao and Chen [56]
where they developed a two-stage penalized logistic regression approach to case-control
genome-wide association study (GWAS). We will compare the SNPs identified via the
MCBP function and those established earlier by other methodologies.
Briefly, the CGEMS project was launched to identify commonly inherited genetic
variations associated with risk for breast and prostate cancer. Its large-scale consortia
arrangements has enabled CGEMS to rapidly replicate positive findings using indepen-
dent data sets through intramural as well as extramural approaches. It has summarized
results of approximately 550,000 single nucleotide polymorphism, SNPs genotyped in the
CGEMS prostate cancer whole genome scan (see http://cgems.cancer.gov).
In this numerical study, we utilized the prostate cancer Phase 1A data in the Prostate,
Lung, Colon and Ovarian (PLCO) cancer screening trial. The data set contains 294,179
autosomal SNPs which passed the quality controls on 1,111 controls and 1,148 cases (673
cases are aggressive, Gleason=7 or stage=III; 475 cases are non-aggressive, Gleason< 7
and stage<III). Similar to Zhao and Chen’s approach [56], we did not distinguish the
aggressive and non-aggressive cases and assumed additive genetic mode for all the SNPs.
To overcome the sheer large number of 294,179 SNPs, single-SNP logistic models are
used as preliminary screening to provide a sieve to reduce the number of potential SNPs.
Using a p-value of no bigger than 0.05 for the logistic model on each SNP as the cut-off,
17,274 SNPs is retained. The retention of this large number of SNPs suggests that there
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is no trade off in the sure screening property and the requirement for reduction of spuri-
ous correlation.
To overcome the large number of SNPs, we randomly partition them into 16 groups
of size 1,000 and one group of size 1,274. For each group, the Lasso penalty function is
applied and the first 100 SNPs identified as the tuning parameter shrink to zero is se-
lected. Subsequently, we put these 1700 identified SNPs together and apply the MCBP
function to make a final selection of SNPs via EBIC based on the same approach as in
data settings 4 and 5. The SNPs identified are shown in Table 6.6.
In this analysis, MCBP function once again demonstrated its capability to overcome
the issue of separation in data. The final selection of the SNPs from the 1700 retained
SNPs involved separation as verified by the application of the MCP function via the
ncvreg package. This is also the reason for the introduction of the Jeffreys invariant
prior when Zhao and Chen made the final selection of the plausible SNPs to prostate
cancer. The MCBP function is used for this selection and is able to address the issue of
separation in the data.
Beyond this, the MCBP function also identify SNPs that are strongly linked to
prostate cancer. In particular, SNP rs6983267 which is in region 3 on chromosome 8q24
was selected via MCBP function as a plausible SNP associated with prostate cancer.
This SNP (G;G) and (G;T) risk genotypes yield an odds ratio for developing prostate
cancer of 1.37 and may account for 22.2 percent of population attributable risk in a
study involving over 3600 Caucasians with prostate cancer [58]. In fact, SNP rs6983267,
together with four other SNPs, have been established as benchmark for prostate cancer
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association study after being surfaced consistently in numerous studies.
Separately, MCBP function also identified SNP rs7837688 to be associated with
prostate cancer. This SNP is in region 1 on chromosome 8q24. In a GWAS study on
prostate cancer by Yeager et al (2007) [53], where they distinguished between aggressive
and non-aggressive prostate cancers, SNP rs7837688 together with SNP rs1447295, were
surfaced as significant SNPs in region 1 on chromosome 8q24 associated with prostate
cancer. It is worth noting that rs7837688 and rs1447295 are physically close and is highly
correlated (r2 = 0.865, based on genetic information from British 1958 Birth cohort). In
particular, like rs6983267, rs1447295 was found to be strongly linked to prostate cancer
in numerous studies and was one of the benchmark SNP for prostate cancer association
study.
The MCBP also identified 4 SNPs on chromosome 1 that are associated with prostate
cancer. Particularly, rs1721525 was also surfaced by Zhao and Chen to be strongly
associated with the disease and they recommended a closer scrutiny on this SNP. This,
together with the numerous SNPs identified on this chromosome in our analysis further
suggest that a more targeted study of SNPs in the vicinity of these SNPs on chromosome
1 may be worth carrying out.
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n = 40, σ = 1
Lasso 3.44 0.44 1.000 0.100
MCP 3.45 0.45 1.000 0.098
MCBP, q = 0.5 3.44 0.44 1.000 0.100
n = 40, σ = 3
Lasso 3.08 0.74 0.890 0.101
MCP 2.97 0.93 0.840 0.125
MCBP, q = 0.5 3.03 0.73 0.883 0.093
n = 60, σ = 1
Lasso 3.24 0.24 1.000 0.058
MCP 3.24 0.24 1.000 0.060
MCBP, q = 0.5 3.23 0.23 1.000 0.056
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n = 200, β1
Lasso 3.15 0.15 1.000 0.032
MCP 3.15 0.15 1.000 0.034
MCBP, q = 0.5 3.14 0.14 1.000 0.030
n = 200, β2
Lasso 2.59 0.61 0.830 0.033
MCP 2.49 0.73 0.793 0.036
MCBP, q = 0.5 2.60 0.64 0.827 0.036
n = 400, β2
Lasso 2.57 0.49 0.847 0.008
MCP 2.59 0.57 0.837 0.025
MCBP, q = 0.5 2.57 0.51 0.843 0.011
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n = 50, β1
Lasso 1.42 0.42 1.000 0.164
MCBP, q = 0.5 1.48 0.48 1.000 0.173
n = 50, β2
Lasso 1.88 1.42 0.615 0.209
MCBP, q = 0.5 1.88 1.42 0.615 0.205
n = 50, β3
Lasso 2.26 0.80 0.865 0.161
MCBP, q = 0.5 2.30 0.82 0.870 0.164
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0.4 Lasso 10.79 8.43 0.736 0.632
MCP 10.11 6.91 0.820 0.567
MCBP, q = 0.5 10.75 8.35 0.740 0.627
0.6 Lasso 12.19 8.67 0.852 0.636
MCP 11.33 7.27 0.906 0.583
MCBP, q = 0.5 12.21 8.70 0.852 0.636
200
0.4 Lasso 12.35 9.27 0.808 0.660
MCP 12.34 8.90 0.844 0.651
MCBP, q = 0.5 12.30 9.22 0.808 0.658
0.6 Lasso 13.07 9.15 0.892 0.649
MCP 12.82 8.54 0.928 0.631
MCBP, q = 0.5 13.00 9.08 0.892 0.646
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0.6 Lasso 17.00 9.64 0.745 0.274
MCP 19.58 12.74 0.728 0.355
MCBP, q = 0.5 17.06 9.64 0.747 0.278
0.8 Lasso 10.11 9.45 0.522 0.154
MCP 11.15 11.55 0.487 0.252
MCBP, q = 0.5 10.12 9.44 0.523 0.153
200
0.6 Lasso 18.71 6.61 0.903 0.233
MCP 19.79 8.91 0.863 0.297
MCBP, q = 0.5 18.75 6.61 0.905 0.234
0.8 Lasso 13.30 7.04 0.709 0.143
MCP 13.34 9.28 0.630 0.239
MCBP, q = 0.5 13.29 6.99 0.710 0.142
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Table 6.6: Output on CGEMS data
Chromosome SNP Chromosome SNP
1 rs1721525 6 rs727056
1 rs4653152 7 rs42088
1 rs10518441 7 rs7384464
1 rs584323 8 rs7837688
2 rs2110922 8 rs6983267
2 rs1550322 8 rs12545256
2 rs4521097 10 rs3134883
3 rs661711 10 rs1887244
3 rs7610584 11 rs2067043
4 rs11098380 12 rs10880221
5 rs152269 14 rs930988
6 rs1885693 14 rs7143652




The MCBP function that we introduced was developed after close study of the link
between the characteristics of penalty functions and the desired properties of variable
selection. The requirement of singularity at the origin for sparsity and the concavity for
continuity are basic considerations to its development. The MCBP, an amalgamation of
the MCP and Bridge penalty functions, draw strengths from each of these functions and
put together to overcome their respective limitations to achieve the desired properties
of sparsity, continuity and unbiasednees in variable selection. The MCBP function also
possesses oracle property and is able to perform as well as when the correct submodel is
known. It is also constructed with versatility in mind and it can be easily transformed
to other forms of penalty functions to meet different demands in data.
The mcbp package is developed to ease the implementation of this penalty function
and hopefully allay a key concern of practitioners and encourage its use. The com-
putation employs the predictor-corrector algorithm to trace the solution path and the
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non-convexity in the penalty function is overcome by the concave and convex procedure.
This package can also be used to implement both convex penalty function such as the
Lasso as well as non-convex penalty such as the MCP via suitable choice of its tuning
parameter, q.
The MCBP function has been shown to be applicable in classical situation (d < n)
as well as in high-dimensional data analysis (d > n) and in real situation when there is
separation in data. Theoretical results, simulations and empirical studies show that the
MCBP function is a penalty function to be reckoned with.
7.2 Future Work
Several studies can be planned and further explored to enhance the ideas in this thesis.
One of this could be in the choice of the tuning parameters. In MCBP, the three tun-
ing parameters are λ, γ and q. The value of q determines the level of penalty for large
parameters and γ, jointly with q via r, determines the position of the knot between the
MCP and the Bridge penalty functions. It may be desirable to allow the choice of these
parameters be data driven then to be predetermined. As such, it may be more fruitful
to have a systematic method to derive the choice of these tuning parameters based on
the goals of the variable selection.
Another possible area of study is in the decomposition of MCBP function into the sum
of concave and convex functions. Such decomposition allows us to apply the CCCP to
overcome the nonconvexity of the penalty function during optimization. In our approach,
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our choice is very much influenced by our aim to arrive at a form similar to Lasso so
that we can tap on the rich and efficient algorithms that have already been established
for Lasso. We know that the decomposition of the MCBP function into the sum of a
concave and convex function is not unique and its choice will determine its tractability.
As such, a study may be planned in this area to evaluate the optimal way to decompose
the MCBP function to achieve greatest efficacy of computation.
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#Above is the convex optimzation algortihm written in Fortran by Michael
Suanders of SOL in Standford. It is being used in glmpath and since our
setting is done in a similar way to glmpath, we will adopt this convex
optimzation in our corrector step. The fortran codes has been extracted
and need to be placed in the bin folder of R. We have labelled it as
try.dll. We have to load the fortran code using dyn.load and the executing
line is as above.
###########
###########
#Following is the function to perform transformation on the design matrix
to make optimization becomes adaptive lasso. It is needed in active set
augmentation, step-length computation as well as exact solution at the
corrector step.
###########

















list(x.tran=x.tran, omega=omega, Omega=Omega, b.tran=b.tran)
}
###########
#This is the part of the first component of the partial derivative of beta
with respect to lambda. It is a square matrix of size |active set|+ 1.
###########
"partial2" <- function(m, q, g, r, lambda, b, active, force.active)
{partial2=NULL


















#This is the 2nd component of the partial derivative of beta with respect
to lambda.
###########






















#This is the function for computation of step length after the corrector
step. It makes use of output from CCCP, par2, parlam, corrector functions
###########
"step.length" <- function(x, CCCP, par2, parlam, corrector, n, m,











lambda <- corrector$lambda - min.lambda



















h <- min(hd[hd > eps], ha)
if (h == ha & h < lambda)
{ii <- which(gam > eps)
nii <- length(ii)
oo <- order(gam[ii])
oo <- oo[1:min(nii, add.newvars)]
oo <- ii[oo]
oo <- unique(ifelse(oo <= ninact, oo, oo-ninact))
newa <- inactive[oo]
}





ii <- hd > eps & hd < -h0
if (any(ii)) h <- -max(hd[ii])







#This function is for the execution of the predictor step. It makes use
of output step, par2, parlam, corrector functions
###########







#This function is for the execution of the first corrector step using
just the intercept. It did not require any transformation at this stage
###########
"corrector1" <- function(x, y, family, weight, offset, active, tmpa,
force.active, lambda, lambda2, b0, a0, bshoot.threshold, relax.lambda,








k <- p - fk
if(!no.iter)
{param <- c(b0[tmpa], a0, 0, -b0[tmpa[-force.active]]-a0,
b0[tmpa[-force.active]]-a0)
xa <- x[ ,tmpa,drop=FALSE]
nobs <- nrow(xa)
xstate <- rep(2, p+3*k+1)
xstate[param==0] <- 0
dstr <- switch(family$family, gaussian=0, binomial=1, poisson=2)
lenz <- 10+(p+3)*nobs
zsmall <- rep(0, lenz)
zsmall[1:6] <- c(nobs, lambda, lambda2, dstr, k, function.precision)













if (k > 0) a0 <- sol$xn[(p+1):(p+k)]
if (sol$inform != 0) cat("\nconvergence warning in corrector step\n")
}
Lambda2 <- c(1e-5, rep(lambda2, length(b0)-1))
eta <- drop(x%*%b0) + offset
mu <- linkinv(eta)
mu.eta.eta <- mu.eta(eta)
w <- (weight * mu.eta.eta^2/variance(mu))^0.5
z <- (y-mu)/mu.eta.eta
xw <- x * w
wz <- w * z
corr <- drop(t(wz) %*% xw) - Lambda2*b0
if(k > 0)
{i <- which(abs(corr) >= lambda*(1-relax.lambda))
newa <- i[!i%in%tmpa]
newactive <- i[!i%in%active]
i <- which(abs(b0[active[-force.active]]) < eps)
inactive <- active[-force.active][i]
active <- active[!active%in%inactive]






c1 <- which(abs(corr) == lambda)
newa <- newactive <- c1
inactive <- NULL
active <- c(active, c1)
}
df <- length(active) - length(newactive)
dev <- sum(dev.resids(y, mu, weight))
backshoot <- ifelse(any(abs(b0[newactive]) > bshoot.threshold), TRUE,
FALSE)
list(b=b0, a=a0, active=active, force.active=force.active,
newactive=newactive, newa=newa, inactive=inactive, corr=corr, lambda=lambda,
xw=xw, w=w, df=df, dev=dev, backshoot=backshoot)
}
###########
#This function is for the execution of the corrector step beyond the
first step. It inovolves tranformation for the execution of the CCCP
###########
"corrector2" <- function(x, y, CCCP, family, weight, offset, active, tmpa,
force.active, lambda, lambda2, b0, a0, bshoot.threshold, relax.lambda,

















{param <- c(b1[tmpa], a1, 0, -b1[tmpa[-force.active]]-a1,
b1[tmpa[-force.active]]-a1)
xa <- x1[ ,tmpa,drop=FALSE]
nobs <- nrow(xa)
xstate <- rep(2, p+3*k+1)
xstate[param==0] <- 0
dstr <- switch(family$family, gaussian=0, binomial=1, poisson=2)
lenz <- 10+(p+3)*nobs
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zsmall <- rep(0, lenz)
zsmall[1:6] <- c(nobs, lambda, lambda2, dstr, k, function.precision)












if (k > 0) a1 <- sol$xn[(p+1):(p+k)]
if (sol$inform != 0) cat("\nconvergence warning in corrector step\n")
}
Lambda2 <- c(1e-5, rep(lambda2, length(b0)-1))
b0 <- drop(solve(Omega)%*%b1)
a0 <- drop(solve(Omega1)%*%a1)




w <- (weight * mu.eta.eta^2/variance(mu))^0.5
z <- (y-mu)/mu.eta.eta
xw <- x * w
wz <- w * z
corr <- drop(t(wz) %*% xw) - Lambda2*b0
if(k > 0)
{i <- which(abs(corr) >= lambda*(1-relax.lambda))
newa <- i[!i%in%tmpa]
newactive <- i[!i%in%active]
i <- which(abs(b0[active[-force.active]]) < eps)
inactive <- active[-force.active][i]
active <- active[!active%in%inactive]





c1 <- which(abs(corr) == lambda)
newa <- newactive <- c1
inactive <- NULL
active <- c(active, c1)
}
df <- length(active) - length(newactive)
dev <- sum(dev.resids(y, mu, weight))
backshoot <- ifelse(any(abs(b0[newactive]) > bshoot.threshold), TRUE,
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FALSE)
list(b=b0, a=a0, active=active, force.active=force.active,
newactive=newactive, newa=newa, inactive=inactive, corr=corr,






#q - as in bridge Lq, 0 < q < 1, to be supplied
#g - gamma for knot, to be supplied
#r - set to be 2*(1-q)/(2-q)
#x - design matrix (without the column of 1s’)
#y - response matrix (1 and 0)
"mcbp" <- function(x, y, q, g, family=binomial, standardize=TRUE,
nopenalty.subset=NULL, max.steps=20*min(n,m), max.norm = 100*m,
weight=rep(1,n), offset=rep(0,n), lambda2=1e-5, bshoot.threshold=0.1,
relax.lambda, function.precision=3e-13,







family <- get(family, mode = "function", envir = parent.frame())
if (is.function(family))
family <- family()




n.repeat <- n.repeat1 <- ceiling(1/frac.arclength)
one <- rep(1, n)
meanx <- drop(one %*% x)/n
x <- scale(x, meanx, FALSE)
if (standardize)
{sdx <- sqrt(drop(one %*% (x^2))/(n-1))
ignore <- sdx < eps
if (any(ignore)) sdx[ignore] <- 1
}
else sdx <- rep(1, m)
x <- scale(x, FALSE, sdx)
x <- cbind(1, x)
if (is.null(dimnames(x)[[2]]))
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{xnames <- c("Intercept", paste("x",seq(m),sep=""))
}
else xnames <- c("Intercept", dimnames(x)[[2]][-1])
# some output for tracking purposes
lam.vec <- step.len <- rep(0,max.steps)
bmat.pred <- bmat.corr <- cmat <- matrix(0,max.steps, m+1)
new.df <- df <-dev <- rep(0,max.steps)
new.A <- rep(FALSE, max.steps)
actions <- vector("list", length=max.steps)




b <- rep(0, (m+1))
nopenalty.subset <- c(1, nopenalty.subset+1)
force.active <- c(1:length(nopenalty.subset))
corrector <- corrector1(x, y, family, weight, offset, nopenalty.subset,
force.active, 0, lambda2, b, NULL, bshoot.threshold, relax.lambda,
function.precision, trace)
if (trace) cat("The model begins with", xnames[nopenalty.subset])
k <- 1
b <- bmat.pred[k, ] <- bmat.corr[k, ] <- corrector$b
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cmat[k, ] <- corrector$corr
lam.vec[k] <- lambda <- corrector$lambda




actions[[k]] <- active[-1] - 1
names(actions[[k]]) <- xnames[active[-1]]
if(trace)




























k <- k + 1
if (trace) cat(paste("\nStep",k,":"))
CCCP <-omega(x, m, q, g, r, lambda, b, force.active)
parlam <- partial.lambda(m, q, g, r, lambda, b, active, force.active,
corrector)
par2 <- partial2(m, q, g, r, lambda, b, active, force.active)
step <- step.length(x, CCCP, par2, parlam, corrector, n, m, lambda2,
min.lambda, arclength, frac.arclength1, add.newvars, backshoot)
b[active] <- predictor1(x, b, step, par2, parlam, active)
bmat.pred[k, ] <- b
step.len[k-1] <- h <- step$h
lam.vec[k] <- lambda <- lambda + h






CCCP <-omega(x, m, q, g, r, lambda, b, force.active)
parlam <- partial.lambda(m, q, g, r, lambda, b, active, force.active,
corrector)
par2 <- partial2(m, q, g, r, lambda, b, active, force.active)
step <- step.length(x, CCCP, par2, parlam, corrector, n, m, lambda2,
min.lambda, Inf, 1, add.newvars, backshoot, h)
step.len[k-1] <- h + step$h
h <- step$h
lam.vec[k] <- lambda <- lambda + h
a <- abs(b[tmpa[-force.active]])
}
CCCP <- omega(x, m, q, g, r, lambda, b, force.active)
corrector <- corrector2(x, y, CCCP, family, weight, offset, active, tmpa,




{if (trace) cat(paste("\nRepeating step",k,":"))
tmpa <- c(tmpa, newa)
a <- abs(b[tmpa[-force.active]])
CCCP <- omega(x, m, q, g, r, lambda, b, force.active)
corrector <- corrector2(x, y, CCCP, family, weight,
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offset, active, tmpa, force.active, lambda, lambda2, b, a,




newaction <- c(corrector$newactive, -corrector$inactive)
if(length(newaction) > 0 & length(corrector$active) <= n)
{if(corrector$backshoot & !backshoot)












{na <- newaction[newaction > 0]
ina <- -newaction[newaction < 0]
if (length(na) > 0) cat(paste("\t",xnames[na],"added"))











n.repeat1 <- max(n.repeat1-1, 1)
}
if(!backshoot)
{bmat.corr[k, ] <- b
cmat[k, ] <- corrector$corr
df[k] <- corrector$df
dev[k] <- corrector$dev
if(lambda <= min.lambda | k == max.steps |
length(corrector$active) > min(n, max.vars) |
sum(corrector$a) >= max.norm)
{if(trace & lambda <= min.lambda) cat("\nLambda=",min.lambda,"\n")
else if(trace & k == max.steps) cat(paste("\nMaximum steps
(",max.steps,") taken.\n"))
else if(length(corrector$active) > min(n, max.vars))
{k <- k - 1









bmat.pred <- bmat.pred[1:k, ]
bmat.corr <- bmat.corr[1:k, ]
cmat <- cmat[1:k, ]
bmat.pred[ ,-1] <- scale(bmat.pred[ ,-1], FALSE, sdx)
bmat.corr[ ,-1] <- scale(bmat.corr[ ,-1], FALSE, sdx)
bmat.pred[ ,1] <- bmat.pred[ ,1] - bmat.pred[ ,-1,drop=FALSE] %*% meanx
bmat.corr[ ,1] <- bmat.corr[ ,1] - bmat.corr[ ,-1,drop=FALSE] %*% meanx





aic <- Dev + 2*df
bic <- Dev + log(n)*df




else nopenalty.subset <- NULL
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object <- list(call = call, lambda=lam.vec[1:k], lambda2=lambda2,
relax.lambda=relax.lambda, min.lambda=min.lambda,
step.length=abs(step.len[1:(k-1)]), corr = cmat, new.df = new.df[1:k],
df = df, deviance = dev, aic = aic, bic = bic, b.predictor = bmat.pred,
b.corrector = bmat.corr, new.A = new.A[1:k], actions = actions[1:k],
meanx = meanx, sdx = sdx, xnames = xnames, family = family,
weight = weight, offset = offset, nopenalty.subset = nopenalty.subset,
standardize = standardize)
class(object) <- "mcbp"
object
}
